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There’s little doubt technology
has had a significant impact on
the archery industry. The

advent of compound bows changed
archery forever and peripheral equip-
ment such as sights, rests, stabilizers,
and arrows have kept pace with that
change. Today, some hunters would
no sooner go hunting without their
GPS unit, scent suppressing clothing,
carbon arrows, or high intensity track-
ing lights as they would their bow and
arrows. In today’s world, trail cameras
have become part of that technology
and for many hunters they play a sig-
nificant role in the outcome of a sea-
son. They are not looked at as just
some technological add-on, but as an
essential piece of hunting equipment. 

Trail cameras are constantly pro-
ducing amazing pictures people
would normally never get to see. A
black bear feeding along the edge of a
cornfield, or a previously unknown
large antlered buck are not unusual
subjects for a trail camera to capture.
No one will argue more archers hunt
white-tailed deer than any other
species and for that reason, countless
hours are spent scouting new and
even old deer hunting territory.
However, many hunters find the time
they need to spend scouting is taken
up by other activities. Family commit-
ments, school activities, Little League
games, and job responsibilities, all
limit the time hunters can spend in
the woods scouting. For hunters with
limited time, trail cameras can pro-
vide the edge they need once hunting
season begins. 

Trail cameras allow hunters to

effectively and unobtrusively scout a
hunting site without leaving a lot of
game spooking scent. Like silent sen-
tinels, they dutifully monitor and
record any intrusion into their
assigned watch areas and the better
ones do it faithfully. In addition to
photographing game, some trail cam-
eras provide additional and some-
times extremely important informa-
tion for the hunter. Time of day, tem-
perature and even the moon phase
can all be recorded on images taken
by some trail cameras. 

With a trail camera a hunter can
monitor a scrape, watch a trail, or
evaluate a new hunting site even
though he’s far away and occupied by
other endeavors. The photos taken by
a trail camera help hunters find a
good hunting location and then set

their stand in an area in which they
have the highest expectations of see-
ing deer. It’s no wonder sales of trail
cameras are growing every year and
that trail cameras can be a money-
maker for the store carrying them. 

Trail monitoring systems come in
all types of configurations. Some sys-
tems trigger a digital camera mounted
inside the unit while more technolog-
ically advanced systems record what
they photograph directly to their built
in internal memory or on to a remov-
able media card. Most trail camera
manufacturers offer models with a
built in flash and other models with
infrared sensors. Infrared technology
allows the user to take photos under
low light or even no light conditions
without a bright, potentially game-
spooking strobe light. Many of the
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more advanced trail cameras are
capable of taking 15 second bursts of
video and writing it on a media card
just as digital cameras do. Others
allow their owners to check the pho-
tos taken by their trail camera right in
the field and then to take the images
home to be printed as photos or e-
mailed across the country or across
town to hunting buddies. 

As with any new technology,
using a trail camera can be a daunting
undertaking for some people so it’s
often a good idea for a shop owner to
familiarize himself with the technolo-
gy and terminology associated with
these devices. To their credit, manu-
facturers have simplified the operat-
ing process of these cameras so even a
neophyte camera user can be assured
the camera they buy can be easily set

up and that it will do what they want it
to do with minimum fussing. 

However, selecting a trail camera
can be a frustrating experience for
someone unfamiliar with digital pho-
tography or with photography in gen-
eral. Terms like megapixel, white bal-
ance, media card, or USB cable can be
confusing terminology for some so, in
order for a potential customer to feel
at ease, a dealer should be ready to
explain these terms to them. 

Even though some cameras still
use 35mm film to record the images
they capture, the trend is toward digi-
tal photography. Digital images
means there is no expensive film to
buy and no additional fees for devel-
oping and printing. With digital, the
images can be checked as frequently
or as infrequently as the owner wishes

and, in many cases, they can be seen
immediately even in the field. 

When it comes to resolution, the
current trend by manufacturers
seems to be toward cameras with
more megapixels. Resolution is a
measurement of the output quality of
an image, usually in terms of samples,
pixels, dots, or lines per inch. The ter-
minology varies according to the
intended output device. Often images
are referred to as high resolution (hi-
res) or low resolution (low-res). High
resolution would be desirable for an
image intended for print, generally
having 300 samples per inch or more
while low resolution is acceptable for
those images intended only for screen
display. These generally have 100 pix-
els per inch or less. 

The more megapixels a camera
offers the better the resolution, to a
point. For example, a 7-megapixel
camera allows photos to be enlarged
to poster size or more importantly;
they can be cropped without losing
much resolution. However, for the
hunter who just wants to view his
photos or to e-mail them to a friend,
just about any resolution will suffice.
On the other hand, a camera with a
resolution of 3.5 megapixels is capa-
ble of producing high quality photos,
up to 8 x 10 inches or even a little high-
er, without the loss of photo quality. A
customer should be reminded the
higher the resolution at which the
photo is recorded, the fewer the num-
ber of photos that can be stored in the
camera’s built-in memory or on the
media card. Conversely, the lower the
camera’s resolution, the higher the
number of photos that can be stored.
Media cards with 1 or 2 gigabyte stor-
age capacity usually provide all the
reserve most users are likely to need. 

Most models of trail cameras
include a strobe flash because it
allows photos to be taken at night
when game is most active. However,
some feel a flash can spook game or
worse yet, it can alert a trespasser to
the presence of the camera. For this
reason most manufacturers offer
some models of cameras that photo-
graph in the infrared spectrum, cap-
turing wavelengths of light too long
for our eyes to see and transforming
that into a visible image. 
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Dramatic scenes like this one from a Leaf River DV7 SS
trail camera help explain the growing popularity of the
units. Apart from their role in scouting game for the
hunt, cameras give sportsman another way to match
wits with wild animals and share their best photos with
friends. Additional game camera photos opening each
spread are courtesy of Moultrie Enterprises.
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Some trail cameras come with
password or numeric code protection
that limits their usefulness to thieves.
Most come with a means to secure the
camera to a tree or post using a user
supplied cable and lock. Most manu-
facturers offer their products in some
sort of camouflage pattern so that
they are undetectable by game and
less detectable by thieves, though of
course the owner better keep a careful
record of where they were placed.

Now lets look at popular models
from different manufacturers. (If you
don’t have time to read this extensive
article, the directory on the opening
page should be useful.)  

Bushnell
Bushnell Outdoor Products says it

offers one of the most innovative trail
cameras systems on the market today.
The Trail Scout Pro is an advanced
system that is said to be one of the
easiest to use. A built-in speaker
(available on models 119937 and
119907 only) plays wildlife sounds to

aid in drawing in
the quarry of
choice within
view of the cam-
era lens. Calls for
deer, coyotes, fox,
turkeys, even
moose are includ-
ed. The Trail Scout
Pro can be set for
3, 5 or 7 megapix-
el operation and it
comes with an
invisible “night
vision” flash that
won’t spook
game. 

The camera
has a cable lock,

padlock, and tree bracket and is pass-
word protected. To further enhance
security and to prevent detection
from game or thieves, the Trail Scout
Pro comes in a dull brown or new
Realtree AP camo. For extended use,
the camera is solar panel compatible
which means with this new accessory,
battery life is extended indefinitely
with no maintenance. A hunter
installs the rechargeable batteries,
attaches the cable and checks the
images as often as he wishes.
Alternately, four user supplied D-cell
batteries with a life expectancy of 30
days power the unit which is supplied
with an SD media card for recording
images. The unit has a flash range of
45 feet. 

The Trail Scout Pro features a
series of positive toggle switches and a
backlit LCD that creates a user-friend-
ly interface. It records single images
and 15 second movie clips in absolute
silence. As an added bonus, this cam-
era comes with a Ratcheting Bracket
for attaching the camera to a tree or

post. The bracket provides a wide
range of camera angle adjustment
and it is ideal for elevating the Trail
Scout to minimize visibility and to
increase security. 

The Bushnell Trail Sentry, a lower
priced entry in the Bushnell line, has
one of the quickest trigger times on
the market. The Trail Sentry is easy to
use and is offered in standard 4
megapixel and 5 megapixel night
vision versions. Both cameras capture
sharp digital photos or short video
clips day and night. The infrared sen-
sor is motion activated allowing the
camera to take color photos by day
and night vision photos at night. Four
user supplied D-cell batteries power
the unit and it will accept the optional
solar panel that extends battery life
indefinitely. The unit is password pro-
tected and is compatible with the
optional Ratchet Bracket for addition-
al security. A low battery indicator
alerts the user of potential battery fail-
ure. Bushnell says it honed the tech-
nology and shaved the price to make
the Trail Sentry affordable for just
about anyone. 

Contact: Bushnell Outdoor
Products, Overland Park, KS 66214
Phone: (800) 221-9035 Website:
www.bushnell.com

Penn’s Woods Products
Penn’s Woods Products located in

Export, Pennsylvania offers hunters a
choice of two high-resolution game
cameras that take photos day or night
using a compact Sony DSC-W55 7.2
Megapixel digital camera. 

The Digital Scout DS-071R system
utilizes an IR (infrared) flash that is
invisible to the naked eye allowing the
user to take
total stealth
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Bushnell’s Trail Scout Pro comes in
Realtree AP camouflage which helps hide
the password protected camera while a
cable lock, padlock, and tree bracket are
included for added security. The Night
vision IR LED array captures images of
game either by day or night and activates
whenever motion is detected. An SD card
slot (with an included SD card) allows for
ample image storage. By writing images
to the SD card a user can remove the card,
insert a new one, and then take the
images home to review, catalog, or e-mail
from a home computer.

The Bushnell Trail Scout Pro with
Game Call Technology not only
photographs game but attempts to
call it into camera range with actu-
al recordings of elk, deer, turkey,
and a variety of predator calls.
Camera set up is simple with the
use of toggle switches. Hunters
have a choice of several resolution
settings all the way up to 7
megapixels so that high resolution
photos or 15 second movie clips
can be recorded to an SD media
card (included).

Circle 157 on Response Card for Apple Archery
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Shipping December 2008
For more information, contact Trudy Klineyoung 800.745.8190

For professionals needing the fastest, most advanced bow

press, we engineered the brand new APPLE EVOLUTION

The World Leader in Archery Repair Tools www.applearchery.com

Archery’s biggest

release in years

1 Completely compresses and breaks down all bows 

    and crossbows, including limb tip compression

2 Optional add-on motor will be available early 2009

3 Engineered to provide the best technology, flexibility 

and speed on the market

4 Rapid, easy and versatile setup, with no crossing bars

5 Synchronous arm movement for equal compression

6 Mounts on a stand or bench (no bench modification needed)

Bolt-on motor, available early 
2009, can be self-installed

Radical New 
Ground-Breaking 

Design

Works With 
Every Bow

Fully-adjustable 
parallel limb adaptors
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photos of game animals or even tres-
passers. Nighttime photos taken with
the DS-071R will have a pinkish tone
or, if the user wishes, the images will
be recorded as black and white pho-
tos. Either way, the photos will retain
excellent detail and a high resolution
quality. Daytime photos will be in full
color. 

The DS-071R Digital Scout fea-
tures a compact case design measur-
ing only 7x5x2 inches. This makes it
one of the smallest game cameras on
the market which is an important
consideration when trying to conceal
the unit. The Sony DSC-W55 digital
camera has an extended flash range
allowing it to take quality photos out
to 40 feet at night. 

The people at Penn’s
Woods Products claim the
passive IR triggering sys-
tem of the Digital Scout is
one of the most advanced
systems of its kind on the
market today. It detects
body heat and motion
from an incredible 80 feet
away. The Sony camera is
removable so it can be
used as a personal digital
camera after a successful
hunt. A rechargeable lithi-
um ion battery, capable of
taking up to 320 photos on
one charge, powers the
camera. A battery charger
is included. The camera

has 56 megabytes of internal memory
or, the user can insert a memory stick
for increased photo storage. 

The Digital Scout has adjustable
settings so a user can select the time
delay between photos as well as
selecting daylight only, nighttime only
or 24-hour operating modes. The user
can also opt to take 15 second MPEG
movies. A large 2.5 inch color LCD dis-
play allows the user to view captured
images anywhere. The Digital Scout
allows the user to record the date and
time as well as the moon phase and
any relevant GPS data. 

A unique feature of the Digital
Scout is the “Rapid Fire” trail mode.
When set in the Rapid Fire mode, the
camera’s circuit board keeps the Sony
camera powered up after taking the
first photo. It will then take any subse-

quent photos 3 seconds later and con-
tinue for 30 seconds with a trigger
time of 1/10 of a second. This means
all animals traveling together will be
photographed. 

With the Digital Scout, there are
no complicated programming steps
to take. The user simply turns the unit
on and locks it to a tree using the
included Master Lock Python Cable
Locking System. The Digital Scout
takes regular flash photos only and
is powered by a regular 9-volt bat-
tery. A lithium ion battery powers
the Sony digital camera. According
to Penn’s Woods President Tom
Neumann, ease of set up is an
extremely important feature for any
type of trail camera and the Digital
Scout is extremely easy to set up and
use. Contact: Penn’s Woods
Products, 107 Thorn Run Road,
Export, PA 15632 Phone: (724) 468-
8311 Website: www.pennswoods.com

Moultrie
Moultrie, located in Alabaster

Alabama makes several models of trail
cameras that will appeal to the needs
and the budgets of most hunters. The
Game Spy I-60 camera features 6
megapixel performance plus the
stealth of an infrared flash. Hunters
can choose from three photo and two
video resolution settings. The manu-
facturer says this full-featured unit
provides the user with the highest
quality images and scouting informa-
tion available. All images are stamped
with time, date, temperature, moon
phase and barometric pressure. A 1.5
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PHOTO LEFT: Moultrie’s Game Spy I-60 cam-
era takes infrared, 6 megapixel photos either
day or night without using a flash. All recorded
images are stamped with the time, date, tem-
perature, moon phase, and barometric pres-
sure. It is rugged and can stay in the field for
months due to the low power drain on its six D-
cell batteries (not included). The Game Spy I-60
has 32 MB of internal memory but accepts up
to a 4GB SD card (sold separately) for addition-
al storage. A Laser Aim system lets the user aim
the camera to the precise spot they want cap-
tured in the photos.

PHOTO RIGHT: The Moultrie D-40 is a 4
megapixel game camera with a 1 second delay,
60-day battery life, quick trigger, and 16MB of
internal memory. It has laser and IR aim mak-
ing it easy to pinpoint the exact location to be
photographed. It is an excellent camera for the
budget minded sportsman.
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inch color viewer lets a user scan
recorded images in the field. 

Six D-cell batteries (not included)
power the Game Spy I-60 providing
up to 150 days of reliable operation.
The infrared flash provides illumina-
tion in low light and complete dark-
ness, without the game-spooking
effects of a standard white flash while
32MB of internal memory provides
image storage. For those wishing
more photo storage capacity the
Game Spy I-60 supports up to a 4GB
SD card (sold separately). 

A Laser Aim lets the user set and

test the camera to determine the pre-
cise spot they want captured in their
pictures. The Game Spy I-60 includes
a password protected security option
and a beacon locator with a remote
control. The built in Auto-Flash turns
off in bright sunlight and automatical-
ly activates in low-light or after dark
conditions. The model includes a
built-in one-second delay, upgrade-
able software and an external power
port. 

The second offering in Moultrie’s
Game Spy infrared line is the 4
megapixel I-40 camera. The I-40 has
all of the features of the I-60 except it
is not password protected, does not
have the 1.5 inch built in photo view-
er and will not show the barometric
reading. 

For those who don’t need or want
infrared technology, Moultrie offers
two white flash cameras with many of
the same features as their infrared
models. The 6 megapixel M-60 white
autoflash camera has a 50 foot flash
range capable of taking color photos
day or night. It can take daytime color
video clips while recording the date,
time, barometric pressure reading,
moon phase, and temperature. Six D-
cell batteries provide up 150 days of
power to the unit. There is 32 MB of
internal memory for recording. For
additional image storage capacity, the
unit accepts a 4 GB SD media card 

The second of Moultrie’s white
flash camera offering is the M-40
which is a 4 megapixel camera with

many of the same features as the M-
60. The M-40 provides the user with
the capability of taking color photos
either day or night. While it does not
come with a photo viewer or provide a
barometric reading, it does record the
date, time, moon phase and tempera-
ture on each image.  The M-40 is pow-
ered by 6 D-cell batteries giving it up
to a 150 day power supply. Customers
should know it is not password pro-
tected. 

For the budget minded, Moultrie

PHOTO BELOW: To extend battery life
and to ensure Moultrie trail cameras
remain continually active, Moultrie offers
an optional solar panel that combines the
solar panel with a 12-volt battery. Under
adverse weather conditions, such as snow,
rain, or heavy fog, the camera’s normal
battery function will resume until the
PowerPanel is activated again.

Circle 248 on Response Card

Penn’s Woods DS-071 Digital Scout has a passive infrared triggering system which takes
and stores photos using a Sony DSC-W55 digital camera. The compact design of this
camera makes it one of the smallest game cameras on the market and users will like its
fast shutter time. The unit is powered by a rechargeable lithium ion battery that can take
over 300 photos storing them in the 56 MB of internal camera memory. The unit is capa-

ble of storing additional images on an
optional memory stick. A battery charger
is included as is a lock and cable mount-
ing system to deter theft. The interior of
Penn’s Woods DS-
071 trail camera
has adjustable set-
tings so a user can
select the time
delay between
photos as well as
choosing daytime
only, nighttime
only, or 24-hour
operation of the
camera.
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offers the D-40 trail camera that is a
reliable, no frills camera that will get
the job done while not breaking the
bank. The D-40 camera is capable of
taking color photos either day or night
and has a 45 foot flash range. It will
stamp the date and the time each
image is recorded on the built in 16
MB internal memory and it has a slot
for the inclusion of up to 4 GB of addi-
tional image storage capacity by using
an optional SD memory card. As with
the other trail cameras in the Moultrie
line, the D-40 has a laser and infrared
aiming system to assist the user in set-
ting up the camera to cover the area
they want kept under surveillance. 

For additional sales opportunities
dealers should be aware Moultrie
offers a new camera PowerPanel that
provides an “extra gas tank” for their
game camera. The PowerPanel
ensures a continued power source by
using innovative software that com-
bines a solar panel and built-in 12-
volt battery. In the event of overcast
skies or periods of rain when solar
power cannot be sustained, the unit
switches to normal battery function

until the PowerPanel is charged
again. What’s more, the LCD
screen displays a real-time solar
value that aids in mounting the
panel. A 10-foot cord is includ-
ed for positioning the panel in
the best location for optimal
sunlight. The PowerPanel is
compatible with Moultrie 2007
and later Game Spy  digital
cameras. Contact: Moultrie, 150
Industrial Road, Alabaster, AL
Phone: (800) 653-3334 Website:
www.moultriefeeders.com

CamTrakker
When it comes to recording

wildlife, human intrusions on private
property, or for identifying the feeding
or migration patterns of birds or ani-
mals, CamTrakker has been a well-
known brand. Now, this provider of
scouting and surveillance cameras is
offering its newest, most technologi-
cally advanced system ever, the MK-8.
CamTrak South President Dan
Stonebruner said, “We are really excit-
ed to introduce the MK-8 after four
years in development. It is one of the
most advanced systems available
today for the wildlife enthusiast or
property owner.”

The MK-8 offers users a full color

LCD display for reviewing images in
the field. The camera records images
to a 512 MB SD card that is included
with every camera. The MK-8 camera
comes with a sealed, rechargeable
lead acid battery that lasts for months
even under the coldest conditions. It’s
not likely any game photos will be
missed given an image capture speed
of less than 1 second. Weather, in any
part of the country, won’t affect the
operation of the MK-8 because it is
designed to operate in temperatures
from -50 to 150 Fahrenheit. 

Users of the MK-8 have a choice
of either a 1 or 3 megapixel option for
capturing daytime and nighttime
images. The unit will take sharp full
color images during daylight hours
and infrared images during the night
with no visible flash. In addition, the
user has the option of selecting three
image quality options. There is a burst
mode capability that comes standard
and it will capture from two to five
images. The MK-8 is made in the USA
and the company says it offers users
easy setup right out of the box.
Contact: CamTrack South Inc., 1050
Industrial Drive, Watkinsville, GA
30677 Phone: (800) 654-8498  Website:
www.CamTrakker.com

Scouting Cameras

ABOVE: Hunters who invest in game feeders are good candidates for scouting
cameras that can show them just what is being drawn in, as the CamTrakker did.
PHOTO LEFT: The CamTrakker MK8 digital camera is the latest offering from
CamTrack South and features the most technologically advanced system ever
offered by the company. A sealed, rechargeable lead acid battery lasts for months,
even in the coldest weather. The MK8 has a fast image capture speed of less than
one second which means nothing should escape being photographed while six
delay settings reduce the chance of taking too many photos of the same game ani-
mal. A two inch LCD viewing screen lets hunters review photos right in the field. The
MK8 is made in the USA and offers simple, quick set up right out of the box.
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Leaf River
In 1999, Leaf River Outdoor

Products set out to develop the best
scouting camera on the market and to
offer it at a reasonable price. The com-
pany says it strives to make improve-
ments in the products by studying
what the consumer wants or requires
in a product of this type. An extensive
field-testing program helps ensure

that each of the products will perform
as designed. 

The Leaf River IR-7SS is a 7
megapixel camera with a built in 2.4
inch viewing screen. This camera
offers sound recording, and captures
color daytime or infrared nighttime
still images or video. Company
President Jeremiah Parker said,
“What’s really special about this cam-
era is its incredible audio capability

along with MPEG video. A hunter can
record the sound of game animals or
game birds such as wild turkeys mak-
ing it a most invaluable scouting tool.
The more information you have, the
bigger the edge.”  

An adjustable sensitivity knob
allows the user to select the range of
motion detection they desire. There
won’t be a hundred photos of a waving
cornfield. The unit can be pro-

Circle 143 on Response Card

PHOTO LEFT: The DV7 SS and DV5 SS (shown) camera models
by Leaf River offer high resolution day or night photos with an
improved camera trigger speed. Each camera offers an SD card
slot that allows the user to add photo storage capacity if need-
ed. These units can be programmed to take pictures at one to 90
minute intervals and come in Mossy Oak Treestand camouflage
pattern. For added security, the DV-5 SS and DV-7 SS come with
a mounting strap and steel security bar.

PHOTO RIGHT: The 7 megapixel IR-7 and the 5 megapixel IR-5
cameras by Leaf River are identical in appearance and both
offer the same features. These cameras take color daytime and
infrared nighttime photos and have the added capability of
recording audio sounds as well. As a bonus, bird enthusiasts will
like the idea that in addition to capturing a photo of any bird
visiting their backyard feeder, both the IR-7 and the IR-5 can
record their chirps, peeps, or squawks as well. The photos can be
panned, zoomed and reviewed on the large, 2.4 inch viewing
screen. An adjustable sensitivity knob allows the user to select
how much motion it takes to trigger the camera.
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grammed to pause from one to 90
minutes between photos. Users will
like the Quick Shot feature that allows
them to take a quick second or even

third photo before
the camera enters
the pause mode.
The IR-7SS uses an
SD or MMC card
(not included) and
requires four D-cell
and three C cell
batteries (not
included). The
removable SD or
MMC card can be
used in a home
computer to view,
edit and store the
images. The IR-7SS
comes with a
Mossy Oak Tree-
stand camouflage
pattern, USB cable,
RCA cable, steel
mounting bracket,
steel security bar,

and a mounting strap. 
The Leaf River IR-5SS Game

Camera has a 5 megapixel picture
quality with a built-in 1.6 inch viewing

screen. It will record sound when in
video mode, a feature bird watchers or
hunters can appreciate. The camera
can take color daytime and infrared
night-time still pictures, or MPEG-4
video. The IR-5SS video feature is a
MPEG-4 daytime video with 640 x 480
resolution at 30 frames per second. It
has an SD card slot for adding a
removable SD memory card (not
included) for editing or saving images
on a home computer or it can use its
built in internal memory for storing
images. There is a zoom and pan fea-
ture on the internal viewing screen.
The IR-5SS includes Mossy Oak
Treestand camouflage, USB cable,
RCA cable, steel mounting bracket,
steel security bar and mounting strap.
It requires four D-cell and three C-cell
batteries (not included).

The Leaf River DV-7SS Game
Camera has a 7.0 megapixel picture
quality and a 2.5 inch viewing screen.
The ultra fast trigger speed means it is
unlikely a shot will be missed. The
camera offers a video feature with 640
x 480 daytime resolution at 30 frames
per second. It has an SD card slot
(card not included) for removable
memory or it can use its built in inter-
nal memory for recording images.
This camera also has a zoom and pan
feature on the internal viewing screen.
The unit can be programmed to pause
from 1 to 90 minutes between pic-
tures, and by using the Quick Shot
mode the user can capture a quicker
second and third picture before enter-
ing the pause time, if additional
motion is detected. The camera
includes Mossy Oak Treestand cam-
ouflage, USB cable, RCA cable, steel
mounting bracket, steel security bar
and a mounting strap. It requires D-
cell and C-cell batteries (not includ-
ed). Contact: Leaf River Outdoor
Products, P.O. Box 557, Taylorsville,
MS 39168 Phone: (601) 785-9854
Website: www.myleafriver.com 

Recon Outdoors
Recon Outdoors says it has some

of the most technologically advanced
digital scouting cameras on the mar-
ket. The 5 megapixel units captures
high-quality color pictures and
movies by day and black and white
pictures and movies by night. The

Scouting Cameras

Hunters’ wishing to monitor their food plots or
who hunt in flat open areas will appreciate the
new AT-5 camera support by Pine Ridge Archery
Products. A game camera mounted on the AT-5, can effectively take photos of game in
any terrain and at any time. The  support can be used in just about any outdoor setting
such as food plots, briar patches, swamps or even inside rows of standing corn. The AT-5
offers users a quick, easy set-up, and the included mounting strap works with all camera
models. The bracket mounts on metal or wooden fence posts, trees, or just about any-
where a hunter wants to set up a trail camera. It tilts up and down for easy camera posi-
tioning and can be rotated 60 degrees left, 90 degrees, or 60 degrees right, Contact: Pine
Ridge Archery Products, 480 Bonner Road, Wauconda, Il 60084 Phone: (877) 746-7434
Website: www.pineridgearchery.com
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“Covert Infrared Illuminator” allows a
user to capture multiple pictures of
the same animal without spooking
them.

Setup is accomplished with a
sealed five-button user-friendly key-
pad and two-line text display. No
computers are required for changing
time, date, or camera settings. A series
of menus allow the user to setup and
maintain the camera. These menus

include set time, set date, set motion
sensor sensitivity, set delay, and set
mode (picture or movie). These set-
tings can be modified as required for
each scouting trip and are stored in
the camera’s internal memory and
they remain in effect even when the
power is turned off or when the bat-
teries are removed. 

The cameras can store thousands
of images on industry standard

Compact Flash memory cards allow-
ing the photos to be loaded into a
home computer using an optional
card reader. The photos can then be e-
mailed or the digital images can be
printed. Users can also view the
images at the site with the built-in
video output port (a portable viewer is
not included). The camera also inter-
faces with a standard TV and VCR.
Reliable motion detection with pro-

By offering the high quality but lower priced Basic camera,
Recon Outdoors hasn’t forgotten the budget-minded sportsman.
The Basic has many of the features of the Talon but takes photos
in black and white rather than color. With the Basic’s infrared
flash, hunters can obtain multi-
ple pictures or movies of the
same animal without spooking
it. The Basic offers reliable
motion detection because it
can be adjusted for motion sen-
sitivity while an LED makes it
easy to walk-test the sensor
range. Users can set the unit in
position and come back to
check the camera as time
allows since the standard,
removable Compact Flash card
can store thousands of images.

The Talon, by Recon Outdoors features a high resolution 5
megapixel lens that captures color photos by day and black and
white pictures and movies at night. A Covert Infrared Illuminator
feature allows a user to capture multiple pictures of the same
animal without spooking it while pertinent data such as time,
temperature and date are recorded on each image. Simple menus

allow the user to set up the
camera quickly and these set-
tings remain in effect even if
the camera is turned off or if
the batteries are removed.
Hunters will like the idea that
photos and videos can be
reviewed in the field using the
camera’s built in video output
port. An optional lock box is
available as an accessory for
added security protection.

Today most camo is made in Asia. They add

brighteners to enhance the colors to the

human eye. Research at the Univ. of GA,

has proven that animals see the bright-

eners as a "Blue UV Glow". Animals

see the Glow of the UV-Brighteners right

through your camo pattern better than we

see blaze orange and no detergent can

remove this Glow. This Glow can only be

fixed by treating with UV-KILLER® by Atsko

and continued washing with SPORT-WASH®

which contains no brighteners.

1.800.845.2728www.atsko.com

• First, wash it in SPORT-WASH®  to open

the dye-sites 

• Then treat it once with U-V KILLER®.

DON'T HUNT WITH A UV-HANDICAP.

Sport-Wash® & U-V-Killer® Combo

Kit Contains: • Sport-Wash® 18 fl. oz.

Bottle (18 wash loads)

• U-V-Killer® 18 fl. oz.

Spray Bottle

• Book “How Game

Animals See”

For more information view "Whitetail Sight

and Scent Strategies" at www.atsko.com

Circle 203 on Response Card
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grammable sensitivity eliminates
false triggers. The camera attaches to
the tree with the supplied strap or
with an optional Lock-Box. 

The infrared flash is invisible
compared to bright white flashes
needed for color images. Internal
power management allows the cam-
era to sleep between events, drawing
only microamps of current allowing
the six D-cell batteries to have an
extended life to as much as one full
hunting season. Once motion is
detected, the camera wakes up, takes
a picture and then goes back to sleep.
Each picture is tagged with the
owner’s name, moon phase, tempera-
ture, date and time so that they will be
able to analyze not only the type of
game they are monitoring but also the
time patterns associated with the
game as well. Motion is detected at
distances of up to 40 feet, thus ensur-
ing reasonable coverage of the target
area. 

Recon cameras use a PIR (Passive
Infrared Receiver) to detect motion in
front of the camera. The PIR senses
targets day or night and has been
carefully designed to work over a wide
range of temperatures while eliminat-
ing virtually all false target detections
in the scouting area. Once the camera
is alerted by the PIR that a target is in
view, the PIR will wake up the camera
and take a picture. It won’t take anoth-
er picture until the time on the time
delay setting has been exceeded. 

Recon’s Talon 3.0  is a high resolu-
tion 3 Megapixel camera whose
panoramic digital pictures capture
high-quality black & white pictures
and movies by day or night. The
Covert Infrared Illuminator allows
users to capture multiple pictures of
the same animal without spooking it.
The high impact ABS plastic is com-
pletely weatherproof while a reliable

motion detector
with adjustable
sensitivity elimi-
nates false trig-
gers. The LED
signal lamp
makes it easy to
walk-test the
sensor range
thus eliminating
missed shots.

Hunters will appreciate the fact the
pictures can be viewed at the tree with
a built-in video output port. The port
interfaces to a standard video cam-
corder, TV, and VCR so that images
can be viewed, stored, or edited at
home.

Recon offers a high quality cam-
era for the budget minded as well. The
Basic has an infrared flash that is
invisible compared to the bright white
light of a conventional flash. The Basic
gives hunters the ability to capture
multiple pictures or movies of the
same animals with reliable 24-hour
operation. Recon says customers can
catch the action others may miss with
high-resolution, black and white digi-
tal pictures that are tagged with the
time and date. Aiming the camera is
simple with the built-in laser align-
ment tool. Camera settings include an
event delay that can be set between 30
seconds and one hour to record pic-
tures for each event. Users can store
thousands of pictures on a removable
Compact Flash memory card. 

Contact: Recon Outdoors, 906
Bob Wallace Avenue, Suite F,
Huntsville, AL 35801 Phone: (866)
647-3266 Website: www.reconout-
doors.com

Non Typical
Mark Cuddeback developed his

first scouting camera in 1988 and
founded Non Typical Inc. in 1989.

Today, the brand Cuddeback is almost
synonymous with state-of-the-art
scouting cameras. The Cuddeback
Noflash features easy, intuitive opera-
tion of the five-position keypad which
allows users to simply and easily nav-
igate the menu driven set-up system.
Users can input the date and time on
every image if they wish. The camera
can be set to take photographs in one
minute to one hour intervals. 

By adjusting a built in heat and
motion sensor, a user can make accu-
rate subject detection settings out to
100 feet. An exclusive auto sensitivity
setting optimizes the camera for day
or night usage. The Noflash camera
features a battery level readout dis-
play that will alert the user to a low
battery or if battery failure is immi-
nent. To make the camera as unde-
tectable as possible, the case of the
Noflash camera comes in 3-D Reality
camouflage that combines a neutral
coloration with a 3-D bark-like pat-
tern. The textured case creates natural
shadowing that Non Typical says is
more effective than many two dimen-
sional patterns. The Noflash case is
manufactured from rugged ABS plas-
tic and is designed to be waterproof
and incredibly durable.

The Noflash is easily attached to a
tree, post or pole with a customized
screw through the inner housing. The
screw is concealed by the front cover,
which can then be secured with a
standard padlock (not included). The
padlock shackle is protected by the
case so it is much harder to cut the
padlock. If the thief can get past these
defenses then they must still enter a
password to operate the camera.

Non Typical also offers the

Scouting Cameras

The Cuddeback NoFlash features intuitive operation
with a five-button keypad. The camera setup proce-
dure is menu driven and images are stamped with
the time and date they were taken. An auto sensitivi-
ty feature optimizes the camera for day or nighttime
photography while a battery readout display alerts
the user if battery failure is imminent. A screw that is
only accessible by opening the locked case anchors
the camera to a tree thus deterring theft and the 3-D
bark like pattern of the case helps keep the camera
hidden from view.
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Cuddeback EXpert, a camera capable
of taking 3 megapixel color digital
images day or night as well as daytime
video clips. It has a flash range of 60
feet and comes with a 1 GB Compact
Flash media card. The EXpert is pass-
word protected against theft and
images are stamped with the time of
day. A fast, 3/4 second trigger speed
means game animals are almost sure
to be photographed before they leave
the area. The Cuddeback EXpert is
loaded with features yet, is extremely
user friendly. 

For the budget minded, the
Cuddeback EXcite offers instant trig-
ger performance, long battery life,
simplicity of operation, and afford-
ability. This 2 megapixel camera has a
40 foot flash range and comes with a 1
GB Compact Flash memory card. As
with other Cuddeback models, the
EXcite is capable of taking video clips.
The EXcite offers performance and
quality without all the features. 

Cuddeback has recently added
two new cameras to its trail camera
line. The Capture and the Capture IR,
offer 3 megapixel resolution and a
new hair trigger technology which is
more than twice as fast as previous
Cuddeback models. The Capture has
a 40 foot flash range while the infrared
technology of the Capture IR takes
night time photos out to 25 feet.  Five
delay settings ranging from 30 sec-
onds to 30 minutes lets a user fine
tune either camera for different hunt-
ing situations. Both cameras come
with 30 MB of internal memory and
hold up to 100 images. An SD remov-
able storage card (not included)
allows for even more storage capacity
which means these cameras can stay

on duty for weeks at a time since the
extra long battery life is good for tak-
ing up to 2,000 photos. The Capture
takes color images day and night
while the Infrared Capture IR takes
color images by day and infrared
images at night. 

Dealers should be aware that
according to Mark Cuddeback, CEO of
Non Typical Inc., Cuddeback spends
over $1 million dollars per year in
extensively advertising the products
on television and in magazines. This
aggressive advertising can certainly
help dealers make additional sales.
Contact: Non Typical Inc. 860 Park
Lane, Park Falls WI 54552 Phone: (715)
762-2260  Website: www.cuddeback-
digital.com

TM

NEW
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PHOTO BELOW: Cuddeback’s Capture IR
camera has a new hair trigger technology
that assures the user whatever is within
view of the camera will be photographed.
The Capture IR offers the user a time delay
setting ranging from 30 seconds to 30
minutes so that multiple images are not
shot of the same animal. It sips battery
energy and is capable of taking up to 100
images and storing them on the 30 MB
internal memory. If users want to keep
their camera in use for longer periods, up
to 2,000 images can be stored on an
optional SD media card. The Capture IR
can take color daytime photos and
infrared nighttime photos out to 25 feet.

The RC55 RapidFire trail camera by
Reconyx, has an generous 50 foot infrared
range which means more game can be
photographed, especially at night. Like the
RC60, the RC55 Rapid Fire has an extreme-
ly fast, 1/5 second trigger speed and can
store thousands of images on the large 2
GB Compact Flash media card. This means
a hunter can check his camera weekly or
even monthly and not have to worry
about missing any game photos. RapidFire
Near Video technology takes up to two
frames per second to create video images
without using a lot of image storage
space. A CodeLoc password protection sys-
tem protects the unit from unauthorized
use and insures it will be inoperable to
anyone but the owner.
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Reconyx
Reconyx says its RapidFire cam-

eras are built to exceed the needs of
the most hard-core hunters, as they
offer more speed, range, picture stor-
age capacity and power than many
other cameras of this type. The new
RC60 RapidFire Covert Color IR and
the new PC90 Professional Series
cameras feature exclusive Light
Filtering Technology (LFT) that elimi-

nates the telltale red glow
common to other infrared
game cameras. 

In addition to the LFT
technology, the RC60 also
features invisible covert night
vision that allows the camera
to take nighttime photos out
to an effective range of 35
feet. The RC60 takes 3.1
megapixel photos, color
images by day and mono-
chrome infrared images at
night. The InstaOn Motion
Sensor with its 1/5 second
trigger speed helps ensure no
photos will be missed, while
the RapidFire NearVideo can
take 1,2,3,5, or 10 photos per

triggering with speeds up to one
frame per second. A large capacity 2
GB Compact Flash card can store up
to 5,000 photos which means the unit
can stay in the field for just about as
long as the user wishes or for as long
as the batteries last. 

The company also offers the
RapidFire RC55 Color IR camera that
is capable of taking 3.1 megapixel
color images by day and infrared
monochrome images by night. An
InstaOn motion sensor with a trigger
speed of 1/5 of a second means the
user can be assured just about any-
thing entering the camera’s field of
view will be captured. Like the RC60,
the RapidFire has a fast fire photo trig-
ger, a large 2GB storage capacity and
an infrared range of 50 feet. 

The final offering in the Reconyx
line is the RM45 RapidFire Mono IR
camera having the same features as
the other cameras except it does not
take color photos. For nighttime pho-
tos the RM45 has an effective infrared
range of 50 feet. 

All RapidFire IR cameras come
with a ShutterMax feature for reduc-
ing motion blur caused by animal
movement. In addition, they all
imprint the time, date, temperature,
and moon phase on every photo
while their operating range is from
–20º to 120º Fahrenheit. 

Each model includes Battery
Saver technology that extends the bat-
tery life of the six alkaline C-cell bat-
teries or the rechargeable NiMH bat-
teries. A CodeLoc theft deterrent pass

code protects the units from being
used by thieves while the included
BuckView Image Management soft-
ware allows users to geographically
organize their photos for optimizing
stand placement. 

Contact: Reconyx, 3600 Highway
157, Suite 204, LaCrosse, WI 54601
Phone: (866) 493-6064 Website:
www.reconyx.com

Predator Trailcams
Predator Trailcams located in

Saxon, Wisconsin offers two high
quality trail cameras with a number of
user friendly features. The Predator
Xtinction takes high resolution 3.2
megapixel daytime photos and 1.3
megapixel photos at night. The
Xtinction offers users a 3.5 inch color
touch screen display with four split
images that can be panned, zoomed,
locked, or viewed, right in the field. 

All of the camera’s settings and
functions are controlled through a
touch screen. The Xtinction features

Scouting Cameras

The RC60 Game Camera by Reconyx has
an exclusive Light Filtering Technology
(LFT) that eliminates the telltale red glow
common to many infrared game cameras
making them the perfect tool for covert
scouting since nothing will alert game—or
trespassers. The RC60 comes with a large
capacity 2GB Compact Flash memory card
and is capable of taking and storing up to
5,000 photos. The RC60 features an
InstaOn Motion sensor and has a trigger
speed of 1/5 second ensuring no photos
will be missed.

PHOTO BELOW: The Predator Xtinction
offers users a large, 3.5 inch color touch
screen that displays four split images that
can be zoomed, and reviewed right in the
field. All of the camera’s settings and func-
tions are set using the touch screen mak-
ing adjustments simple and easy. “True”
infrared emitters provide up to 30 feet of
nighttime infrared range with no visible
light and no glowing bulbs. The Xtinction
has an extremely strong glass reinforced
polycarbonate case and is guaranteed
against any naturally occurring perils
including bear attacks.
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exclusive Double Vision Technology
that uses 32 “True” infrared emitters
for up to 30 feet of nighttime range
with no visible light and no glowing
red bulbs. The user can activate an
additional 16 clear emitters (48 total)
to increase the IR range to 40 feet. 

Files can be transferred from a
Compact Flash Card (not included) to
a USB jump drive so that they can be
edited, stored, or deleted on a home
computer. The polycarbonate/glass
composite case is ten times stronger
than ABS plastic, the company claims,
and is guaranteed for life against any-
thing Mother Nature can dish out. 

The Evolution is the second
camera offered in the Predator line
and uses VGA (Video Graphic Array)
sensors to take photographs. The
Evolution stores images on an
optional Compact Flash card that
can then be downloaded onto a
jump drive. A large, 3.5 inch touch
screen displays four split images at a
time and allows the user to highlight
any image which can then be
panned, zoomed, or deleted right in
the field. A built in user’s guide is
programmed into the camera and is
accessible through the touch screen.
The Evolution produces five burst
images in less than 5 seconds and
can take high resolution 10-20 sec-
ond video clips as well. The case is
waterproof and is guaranteed for life
against any naturally occurring
damage. 

Both the Xtinction and the
Evolution utilize all glass lenses and
offer a low profile in the Mothwing
camouflage pattern. In addition, they
are further theft protected by a user
activated code which ensures the unit
will become inoperable if stolen. The
cameras are powered by ten AA alka-
line or NiMH rechargeable batteries
and an optional quick-change battery
holder is available to speed changes.
An optional solar panel and 12-volt
battery pack extend the life of the AA
batteries so that either unit can
remain operational for months. A date
and time is stamped on each image.
Contact: Predator Trailcams, 10609 W.
Old Highway 10 Road, Saxon WI 54559
Phone: (715) 893-5001 Website:
www.predatortrailcams.com

Stealth Cam
Stealth Cam offers a wide variety

of infrared and digital scouting cam-
eras ranging from 2 to 5 Megapixels.
All models of Stealth Cam cameras
offer a test mode so that a hunter can
be sure the camera he places is
aligned properly and will take the pic-
tures he wants and not just of passing
legs. Stealth Cam cameras can take
from one to three photos per trigger-
ing and can take videos of a 10-second
duration. The date and time is
stamped on every photo taken giving
the hunter valuable information as to
what time game is moving or feeding
in his hunting area. 

Stealth Cam models come with a
USB cable, imaging software and an
auxiliary power jack for hooking up to
an external 12 volt lead acid battery
for extended field use. Users will find
the icon-based menu to be user
friendly and will appreciate the exter-
nal LCD screen which shows the
number of images recorded by the
camera. 

The Prowler is the latest camera in
the Stealth Cam line and is made for
hunters needing a game camera with
useful, easy-to-use features. The
Predator will take 5 megapixel color
daytime photos and 2 megapixel

nighttime photos out to 50 feet using
42 “no flash” infrared emitters. The
Prowler can also take time adjustable

Circle 278 on Response Card

Here are two of the seven models Stealth Cam is promoting this year. On the left is the
I540IR, equipped with 36 infrared emitters to capture “no flash” images out to 40 feet. It
puts the time, date, moon phase and temperature on every image. At right the
ProwlerDVS is designed to capture high quality VGA video day or night, in segments
from five to 90 seconds long. Its expandable SD memory card slot accepts up to 2GB
(that’s gibabytes) cards. Either camera can be attached to an optional 12-V lead acid bat-
tery pack for extended operation.
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5 to 90 second high quality VGA video
clips both day and night. 

Stealth Cam cameras are well
known for taking pictures in a “burst
mode” and the Predator is no excep-
tion. One to nine photos can be
recorded in one triggering and the
trigger setting can be adjusted to fire
anytime from one to nine minutes.
This provides sufficient time to record
game movement or to capture more
than one animal in a herd. In 2008,
Stealth Cam has incorporated a new
microprocessor that increases camera
trigger speed so that no shots are
missed. 

An expandable SD memory card
slot is included and it will accept cards
up to 2 GB. The Prowler has a 2-inch
LCD screen which makes set up and
programming a simple matter when
in the field. An optional 12 volt battery
pack is available so that the camera
can be left in place for extended peri-
ods of time.

Stealth Cam’s new Sniper 6
megapixel game camera will allow for
more efficient scouting of any hunting
location. This Jim Shockey signature
edition camera features a burst mode
of one to nine photos allowing a
hunter to capture a significant
moment or series of events when in
the field. The Sniper will produce rich,
detailed images and store them in the
built-in 32 MB memory. A fixed focus
system ensures the images will be
crisp, clear and steady. The Sniper has
a large, 2-inch LCD viewing screen to

make set-up easy
while the date, time,
moon phase and tem-
perature are stamped
on every photo to help
pattern game move-
ment in any hunting
area. It requires six C-
batteries but an
optional 12 volt bat-
tery can be used for
extended field use.
The Sniper is water
and shock resistant
and can take flash
photos out to 50 feet. It

includes a USB cable and mounting
straps and a 90 day limited warrantee.
Contact: GSM, LLC, PO Box 535189
Grand Prairie, TX 76095 Phone:
(877) 269-8490 Website: www.stealth-
cam.net

Conclusion
Hunters no longer look at trail

cameras as a luxury item because they
provide a good, accurate assessment
of the potential of any hunting site. A
hunter can leave a trail camera in
position for a month or more and be
assured they will know the date, time,
and even the temperature and moon
phase when the picture was taken.
Hunters are realizing trail cameras
save time and gas and that they can be
an invaluable hunting tool. For a deal-
er, the sale of trail cameras and their
accessories such as rechargeable bat-
teries, battery chargers, cables, and
locks can mean additional sales and

additional profits. By determining
what the customer wants and then
being able to discuss the merits of a
variety of cameras, a dealer can often
make additional sales at a time of year
when business is slow. 

Mark Cuddeback says the two
most important features of any trail
camera are trigger time and battery
life. Cuddeback said, “If a camera
doesn’t trigger within 3/4 of a second
or faster the camera will likely miss a
large percentage of moving game.”
Cuddeback went on to say that most
users check their cameras at weekly or
even monthly intervals so batteries
must be able to take at least a thou-
sand images before they need
replacement. Dealers should note
that according to Cuddeback, the
trend is shifting to the IR (no flash)
camera models although Cuddeback
himself prefers the strobe models.
Strobe flash takes color nighttime
photos while the IR cameras only take
black and white night time images.
Cuddeback went on to say he didn’t
think the strobe flash had any nega-
tive affect on an animal and in most
cases they ignore the flash. 

Most archery shops hold a “Big
Buck” contest every fall and it’s fair to
say they generate a lot of interest from
customers, but why stop there?   By
holding a contest for the biggest buck,
biggest bear, or most unusual animal
captured by a trail camera during the
off season, a dealers can get cus-
tomers in the store at almost any time
of year. The images can be displayed

on a “brag board” just as
they are in the fall and they
can be used to demon-
strate the type of informa-
tion gleaned by placing a
trail cam in a strategic loca-
tion. Trail cameras allow
hunters to be in at least
two places at one time and,
considering some hunters
may want to own more
than one camera, dealers
can cash in on this boom
while helping their cus-
tomers be more successful
in the field. 

The Stealth Cam Sniper looks the part in its
black and camo shell. It’s being promoted
with the aid of Jim Shockey, the noted out-
doorsman and TV host.

Scouting 
Cameras
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